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About This Game

Everyday Baseball VR is a VR baseball game which is based in real baseball play.

We've been continuously mulling over how to improve user convenience without losing realism so that people can easily play
our game whether they are familiar with baseball or not

We provide several options for ensure player's personalities and conveniences. Player can enjoy the game with their own
comfortable condition by adjusting game options such as graphic level, length of bat, location of batter's box etc..

Now, play a real baseball game in your home!

Game Mode
*Home run Derby Mode

Player Convenience
*Swing analysis: Timing, Angle, Driving distance etc.

*Graphic level option
*Length of bat option (*Require use of VIVE or OCULUS Tracker)

*Location of batter's box option
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Title: Everyday Baseball VR
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
WISECAT
Publisher:
WISECAT
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Korean
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everyday baseball vr

At start is really easy but in the long run it become challenging.
very few hardware claims and very fluid. A criminal on the run from the police, you escape into an old apartment complex. You
fall through the glass roof and land hard. Your flashlight is broken, your ankle is sprained. What else could go wrong? You
somehow turn on your flashlight, to see a door. You walk through, unknowing the danger that awaits you...123 Slaughter Me
Street is probably one of the best horror games I've played. You thought FNaF was bad? You haven't played this...As you walk
down the long hallway, trying to protect yourself from the puppets left there, your always on the edge of your seat! The controls
are actually pretty unique. You don't have to even touch the mouse, it's all keyboard here. It's up to your reflexes and a fair dose
of luck to make it past all 7 floors. Like it was said before, the flashlight is broken, so sometimes it won't turn on when you
press the button. So, you have to press space...A lot. The graphics are nice to look at, plus, the atmosphere is actually pretty
spooky. Now, the question remains...Can you make it out alive? Or be slaughtered trying.... This Game has writen Handheld all
over it.
First Thing you will notice... There are no cut sceens, No Story Panels between Missions.
The Story is only told during a Mission.
This will interupt the flow of Battle to an annoying Degree.

The Game is a causal Diablo Clone with giant Mechs in a dystopian Tokyo.
And as a Diablo Clone it gets even the basic ARPG Stuff not right.
Combat is boring
Loot is boring
Enemy Bots are stupid Lemmings
Your Team NPC are stupid as ****
Missions Maps are small Arena like affairs no procedural generated Mazes \/ Dungeons
Timelimit?! within Missions

Then are the technical Limitations.
No Graphics Options
Only Barebone Options...
Switching from Mission Menu to the Dock or to the Shop gives the Player a loading screen...
The Translation ranges from funny to incompetent.
Text is not always readable in the Mission Menu
The Player can get stuck in the Geometry

For an PS Vita Game it is an ohhkay mobile Game
For an 2017 Port to the Windows Platform it is lacking in every Aspect..

5\/10 \/ Borderline Incompetent Port

Disclaimer
This is my Opinion! This is how i feel at this Moment in Time & Space about this Product!
This Opinion may change in the Future because of the "Panta rhei" Effect.

I don't care about other Point of Views and will delete Posts of SJW Nature.
If you want to Discuss like an Adult certain Topics of the Matter... You are Welcome to do so.
So... If you don't like my opinion give it a Thumb Down or click on the Funny Option.
Best Regards from sunny Zermany. Interesting.... Game is pretty fun until you reach the second mission and there exists a game
breaking glitch where the website you are supposed to visite is forever down for maintenance. Someone complained to a dev
and he got mad.

Dude, you released a broken game and charged people for it, don't act like a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You're
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. The real person full motion videos are my
favorite parts of this game. Reminds me of late 90's nostalgia.

As of this review I am still completing the game and It's actually pretty decent. The puzzles are good, challenging, and for the
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most part unique. Very surprised with this game. The little extra things to find is a nice touch as well.

Great job to everyone who was involved in making this. I tip my hat to y'all.
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10/10 has kennyS in it xD. great game for 3$. OneShark devs are known for their clicker games with '30 theme graphics but
unfortunately, these games are really annoying and destroys this specifc 1930 graphics since these games get boring really fast.
Well then whats wrong with Great Heros Beard? This is not clicker game but rather idle management game. Your only task is to
lvl up your character and send him to next area. Little do players know that in the end this so called "game" is nothing but
complete confusingly limited unbalanced boredom.

Lets start with wondering how many times you can lvl up in here? That was my first question as you got levels at decent pace
well there is a limit to it and it is only 120 levels after that just click retire cause there is nothing more to do since its impossible
to get to the end game boss.

Not only there is a level cap but also stat cap to 120 each.

After couple retirements (it took 2 retirements for me) you will notice minor details that do not have any explenations,
apparently enemies have almost same "Bearzerker" abilty when they will start fast attack player (including bosses) not only that
they can also heal with "Passive heal". When you get into Hell area and can go fight either "Close to the Heart" or "The Flight of
Your Life" players attack speed will be reduced down and it does not matter how many points you have dumped into it. Fussion
feature is probably worst thing ever made. Its alright to have something that can help player early and dump useless gear to get
something better right? Not here. Keep in mind that after couple retirements this feature is c.r.a.p when player has high level
and gotten much much better gear from early "hard" bosses this fussion will still give you same s.h.i.t that you get when you play
it for the first time, so in other words Fussion does not scale, it would make sense if it gave better stuff that does not drop from
enemies and actually can help during this idle manegement but not here which makes this "game" not want to play more than
twice.

Percentage based ability, please most of the time those abilities do not even trigger which makes them completely useless.
Most valueable ability when fighting mobs would be combat heal BUT since its % based it rarely works. 14 % ? and its maxed
out too. Lmao give cooldown instead. The least valueable skill (at least for me) was ressurection since it did not triggered during
early game.

Of course there is more to describe here, but im done...

OneShark stop using '30 cartoon theme you make me want to hate it completely seeing it on these bad game design.

This is LAST "game" i purchase from OneShark.

Edit: fixed typo.. Nice and Pretty character.. its ok but i cant figure out how to import assets.

it is older though, i would recommend buying a newer one.
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